
star trek
episode 6:  day zero

 "What was once history becomes the future.  And, in this golden age of 
discovery, new heroes are forged as they explore strange new worlds, seek new 
life, and new civilizations, to boldly go where no man has gone before."
2268.72.5:  Captain’s Log

 The Cardassian Union has declared war on the Federation.  Two UFP 
colonies, one at Atbar IV, the other at Olmerak, have been destroyed.  Outpost 
Gamma 7 has reported signs of an approaching Cardassian force.  In response, 
Solace has been assigned to Task Force Rampart as their support.  Task Force 
Rampart consists of three other vessels, all Larson-class Destroyers.  We are to 
rendezvous with Strike Forces Ironclad and Monitor near the Rolor Nebula and 
form a battle fleet.  From there, the fleet will hold the Federation line.
[Roleplaying.  Scene Aspects:  BATTLE FLEET, and LOOMING CONFLICT]
 After three months of repairs at Starbase 621, Solace has been re-
assigned to deal with this sudden and new Cardassian threat.  Intelligence 
amongst Starfleet indicates the Cardassians have some form of outside support, 
but from who or where, S.I. has been unable to determine.  Regardless, Task 
Force Rampart, which consists of Solace (Detroit-class), Kholar (Mk. V Larson-
class), Embolden (Mk. IV Larson-class), and Andromeda (Mk. IV Larson-class), 
launches from Starbase 621 to rendezvous with Strike Forces Ironclad and Moni-
tor outside of Rolor Nebula before collectively moving in on Outpost Gamma 7.
 Travel to Rolor Nebula will take 28 days, 19 hours, and ten minutes at 
Warp Factor 6.  While WF6 is the maximum safe speed for the Mark IV’s and 
Solace, engineering teams will be monitoring their respective warp engines at all 
times to ensure no undue stress is placed on the vessels.  It is, however, impera-
tive that the Task Force reach Rolor Nebua no later than 2268.102.
 Both Strike Forces Ironclad and Monitor are present at the rendezvous 
location.  Ironside consists of two more Mk. IV Larsons (Gallant and Triumph) 
and a Detroit (Chicago), while Monitor consists of two Mk. V Larsons 
(Maelstrom and Honor) and one Jupiter-class Dreadnought (Brotherhood).  
Together, the ten Starfleet vessels will maneuver to Gamma 7 to intercept the 
approaching Cardassian fleet.
 Tensions will be high during the two days prior to the Cardassian arrival.  
Gamma 7 is not a war outpost, although it is armed and capable of defending 
itself.  During those two days, Pike has the crew of the Solace run every test imag-
inable, ensuring every redundant system is fully operational, and wanting every 
workbee and shuttle ready to launch at a moment’s notice.  There are only two 
Detroits among the ten ships, so they will have their work cut out for them.  Com-
modore Decker, captain of Brotherhood, commands the Federation fleet, and 
operates with a strong degree of arrogance and overconfidence. 
 Forty hours after their arrival, however, sixteen Cardassian warships 
register on sensors and arrive an hour later.  The two fleets close to engagement 
distances (several hundred kilometers) and after a brief standoff, both attack.
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Chapter Two: Hold the Line

[Roleplaying and Action.  Scene Aspect:  FLEET ENGAGEMENT, OUTPOST GAMMA 7]
 The Cardassian fleet of sixteen arrives, guns primed and ready for battle.  
There are ten Galor-class Cruisers and six Koranak-class Escorts, a worthy match 
for the eight combat-worthy vessels Starfleet could field.  Brotherhood, of course, 
tips the scale handily in the Federation’s favor, but the Federation is unaware of 
the Cardassian’s near-divine patron.
 It is a large, confusing mass of starships (twenty-six total involved) that 
could be daunting to play through.  Fortunately, most of it is narrative.  To provide 
things for the crew of Solace, however, there are always:
 B Sensor readings to monitor the condition of other vessels (Reasoning 
+ Sensors; Diff. 4 for Federation/10 for Cardassian; Spin generates a fragile 
Aspect useful for defense (Federation) or attack (Cardassian).
 B Telepathic and empathic readings of the Cardassians or other 
Starfleet ship captains (Psi; Diff. 4 (Federation) or 8 (Cardassian); determines 
mental well-being or assesses possible Aspects).
 B Phaser and tractor beam attacks (Reasoning + Weapons; Diff. 6; 
Structural damage).
 B Computer/electronic attacks (Reasoning + Systems; Diff. 6; attacks 
Systems).
 B Mid-combat extra-vessel repairs (Soong and T’zark, primarily, via 
workbee or shuttle pod; Agility + Maneuverability; Diff. 8; repairs damage or 
damages workbee).
 B Emergency medical services for beamed-over wounded (Knowledge 
+ Sickbay + medical tricorder; Diff. 8; keeps Starfleet servicemen alive).
 B Repel intruders with on-board marines (Agility + Crew + WR; Diff. 10)
 During the fight, Pike will have Solace focus on providing support to 
Andromeda, Embolden, Honor, and Kholar, with Chicago covering the other 
vessels.  Embolden will take heavy damage early on as it takes heavy combined 
fire from three escorts and a cruiser.  While the other three Larsons move to 
protect their damaged ally, Solace will launch workbees for field repairs.  
 Similarly, with the other group, Gallant and Maelstrom take heavy 
damage early on as Cardassian ships avoid Brotherhood at all costs.  Gamma 7 
takes some damage, but the Federation vessels perform their duties well and 
keep the majority of the Cardassian ships away from the Outpost.
 Cardassian losses are extreme, however, as Federation ships tear 
through the Cardassian warships, with two Galors and two Koranaks destroyed 
and another Galor and two more Koranaks heavily damaged.  It will be clear, 
despite the damaged ships, that Starfleet will win this engagement.
 Commodore Decker takes this opportunity to issue forth a demand for 
withdrawal from the Cardassian forces, but his communiqué goes unanswered.  
At this point, a very good sensors check (Reasoning + Sensors; Diff. 10) detects 
an unusual energy fluctuation and sensor echo amidst the remaining Cardassian 
fleet.  Seconds later an unrecognized vessel materializes and brutally attacks!
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Chapter Three:  Horseman of Death

[Roleplaying.  Scene Aspects: as before, plus  UNKNOWN WARSHIP]
 The new arrival launches into a devastating barrage against Brother-
hood, its rapid pulsing phaser-type weapons and horrifically powerful torpedoes 
pummel through the dreadnought’s shields and hammer its armored hull.  It 
returns fire, but the damage is too great and is unable to penetrate the smaller 
ship’s shields.  While the mysterious warship moves on to single-handedly 
destroy Chicago, several Cardassian ships focus on Brotherhood.
 Meanwhile, a small number of Cardassian ships focus on Gamma 7 and 
prove to be too much for the beleagured outpost.  As power fails and the plant 
goes into inevitable meltdown, the outpost is abandoned via life pods.  
 While the Federation Larsons are still more than a match for the remain-
ing Cardassian fleet, the small, unknown warship tears through the rest of the 
fleet, causing catastrophic damage to all ships.  On its first pass against Solace, 
Engineering takes a massive hit from pulse phasers, causing massive damage.  
Any attempts at mental contact with the futuristic vessel finds a powerful mental 
shield in place.  Pike, having been an engineer prior to command, orders an 
appropriate PC to take the bridge and heads down to Engineering.  There, he is 
exposed to the delta radiation that has flooded the deck, crippling and disfiguring 
him as he drags numerous crewmembers to safety.  This incident will remove 
Pike as a captain, forcing the PCs to, momentarily, step up.
 The last of the Cardassian ships are destroyed or disabled and the 
heavily damaged Federation fleet turns its attention on the single, mystery ship.  
It then launches a torpedo of unknown make and displaying unknown energy 
signatures.  Seconds later, the torpedo vanishes at warp speed followed, almost 
immediately, by the small warship.  Only three Federation ships remain even 
partially functional:  Solace, Kholar, and Triumph.  The rest were either destroyed 
or suffered heavy enough damage that they had to abandon ship.  This leaves the 
three vessels to retrieve nearly a thousand survivors drifting in escape pods.
 None of the surviving starships are capable of anything greater than 
warp factor 2 (and even then, that’s only available to Solace).  The retrieval 
process of 2,000 or so total survivors and repairs to stabilize the three starships 
takes nearly nearly a week; Starfleet has no other vessels within three weeks of 
Gamma 7 -- it is up to Solace and the others.
 In addition to the survivors, several data libraries are retrieved from the 
Cardassian hulks (all of which are self-destructed to avoid capture by their crew).  
The information learned indicates that the warfleet was going on a campaign of 
destruction and capture, intended to take Trill as a new Cardassian frontworld.  
The mysterious vessel is identified as Sleipnir, and is called a Defiant-class Escort. 
Its captain is a bearded man with an eyepatch and known by several titles:  Wotan 
the Red, One-Eyed Bill, the Red Berserker, and the Blood-Bather.  Another 
individual, known only as “The Lash” is referred to on that starship.
 When the following tragedy occurs, Solace’s science team can theorize 
that the only potentially “safe” spot is to take refuge in the nearby Dark Matter 
Nebula (Reasoning; Dif. 6; Spin realizes it early enough to get all three ships 
there).  After the Genesis Event ends, the trio of ships will limp back to SB 621.
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Chapter Four:  Ragnarok

 Sleipnir arrives near the Bajoran wormhole and begins directing plasma 
gas into the wormhole and manipulating a slowly generated warp bubble around 
their ship.  As several Cardassian ships maneuver closer, it dashes into the worm-
hole and vanishes.
 Moments later, the torpedo drops out of warp, streaks past the ships, 
into the wormhole, and detonates.  The following is relayed via various communi-
cations’ relays, each showing destruction before being annihilated by the wave.
0 -- The expanding energy wave travels at 2,744 times the speed of light 
(approximately warp 14.).
+ 2 minutes 43 seconds -- Bajor contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 19 hours 10 minutes 3 seconds -- Cardassia contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 19 hours 57 minutes 59 seconds -- Amleth Nebula contacts the Genesis effect, 
is consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 1 day 7 hours 56 minutes 46 seconds -- Badlands contacts the Genesis effect, is 
consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 2 days 19 hours 53 minutes 7 seconds -- Tong Beak Nebula contacts the Genesis 
effect, is consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 2 days 23 hours 52 minutes 43 seconds -- Rolor Nebula contacts the Genesis 
effect, is consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 3 days 13 hours 27 minutes 21 seconds -- McAllister C-5 Nebula contacts the 
Genesis effect, is consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 3 days 23 hours 50 minutes 18 seconds -- Dark Matter Nebula contacts the 
Genesis effect, but it (and anything within it) are unaffected.
+ 5 days 9 hours 22 minutes 54 seconds -- Argolis Cluster contacts the Genesis 
effect, is consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 5 days 11 hours 46 minutes 39 seconds -- Hugora Nebula contacts the Genesis 
effect, is consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 5 days 19 hours 45 minutes 50 seconds -- Betazed contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 6 days 4 hours 32 minutes 57 seconds -- Arachnid Nebula contacts the Genesis 
effect, is consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 6 days 5 hours 20 minutes 52 seconds -- Tendaras Cluster contacts the Genesis 
effect, is consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 6 days 19 hours 43 minutes 25 seconds -- Lyshan contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 6 days 21 hours 19 minutes 15 seconds -- Risa contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 6 days 23 hours 43 minutes 1 second -- Betreka Nebula contacts the Genesis 
effect, is consumed and "powers" the effect, expanding it.
+ 7 days 5 hours 18 minutes 26 seconds -- Penthara contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 7 days 10 hours 21 minutes 17 seconds -- Starbase 2 contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 7 days 11 hours 22 minutes 38 seconds -- Planet Q contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 8 days 19 hours 19 minutes 23 seconds -- O'Ryan's contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 9 days 7 hours 37 minutes 21 seconds -- Starbase 11 contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 9 days 15 hours 36 minutes 32 seconds -- Coridan contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 11 days 9 hours 38 minutes 59 seconds -- Organia contacts the Genesis effect.
+ 12 days 3 hours 30 minutes 28 seconds -- Regulus contacts the Genesis effect.
[Rewards:  Day Zero]
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Star Trek

Cardassian Koranak-Class Escort

Date Commissioned:  2245 
 
 Like massive warhammers,  
the brutal and efficient, Koranak-
class Escorts embody the Cardas-
sian philosophy of military and war; 
force and power over subtlety.  Still 
outstripped by Federation technol-
ogy, the Koranak-class boasts 
incredible firepower for its size, 
although minimal armoring has left 
the gunship vulnerable.
 Koranak-class Escorts 
engage in packs, surrounding 
targets to maximize their destructive 
weaponry and distribute damage.  
Additionally, they mount impressive 
spiral wave disruptor technology.

Koranak-class bridge
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Star Trek

Cardassian Koranak-Class Escort

Starship Data
Decks:  7

Length:  162.3m Height:  32m Beam:  97.1m

Crew:  125 Passengers:  20

Drives:   Type 5 DC Warp Drive (Warp Factor 5 cruising/6 maximum/7 emergency)
 C-HEU-6 Impulse Drive (.8c maximum)
Defenses:  Class-1 Deflector Grid
Weapon Systems: 2x Disruptor Cannons (2x fore)
  2x Spiral Wave Disruptor Cannons (2x fore)
  Tractor Beam (aft)
Features:   Class 2 Operations System with Extended Life Support and Personnel  
  Launch Bay (2x Cardassian shuttlecraft)
  Transporter Pads
    
Mechanical Data
Size:  4     Fate Points:  3

Aspects: CARDASSIAN GUNBOAT EFFICIENT WARSHIP PACK TACTICS

Crew:  2  Maneuverability:  2  Structure:  2 Sensors:  2
     FRONT-LOADED 
Speed:  2  Systems:  2  Weapons:  3
LARGE, VULNERABLE    HEAVY, EXPOSED FIREPOWER

ENGINES    

Advantages:  Deflector Shields (-3 DR), Disruptor Cannons (WR +5; -2 accuracy),  Spiral Wave Disrup-
tor Cannons (WR+5; -2 accuracy, +2 damage vs. Defelctor Shields), Medical Bay I, Tractor Beam 
(Strength 6), Transporters, Warp Drive

Stress Tracks & Consequences
Shields:   nnnnnn

Struct.:   nnnnnn   
Systems:   nnnnnn
Crew:   nnnnnn 
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Star Trek

Cardassian Galor-Class Cruiser

Date Commissioned:  2255 
 
 The icon of the Cardassian 
fleet, the Galor-class Cruiser is a 
capable and durable vessel.  Cardas-
sian starships are, however, lacking 
when compared to Federation 
technology; shields are comparable, 
as are sensors, but engines and 
weaponry demand a greater amount 
of space and power.
 There are few labs or librar-
ies aboard Galor-class Cruisers, a 
testament to the Cardassian’s 
militaristic mindset.  Despite their 
inferior technology, Galor-class 
Cruisers are potent warships, heavily 
armed with numerous disruptor 
arrays and torpedo launchers.

Galor-class bridge
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Star Trek

Cardassian Galor-Class Cruiser

Starship Data
Decks:  12

Length:  371.8m Height:  59m Beam:  192.2m

Crew:  300 Passengers:  50

Drives:   Type 5 DC Warp Drive (Warp Factor 5 cruising/6 maximum/7 emergency)
 C-HEU-6 Impulse Drive (.8c maximum)
Defenses:  Class-1 Deflector Grid
Weapon Systems: 4x Disruptor Arrays (2x fore; 2x aft)
  1x Mk 12 Torpedo Launcher (fore)
  Tractor Beam (aft)
Features:   Class 2 Operations System with Extended Life Support and Personnel  
  Launch Bay (4x Cardassian shuttlecraft)
  Transporter Pads
    
Mechanical Data
Size:  4     Fate Points:  3

Aspects: CARDASSIAN CRUISER ICON OF THE FLEET PACK TACTICS

Crew:  2  Maneuverability:  2  Structure:  3 Sensors:  2
     HEAVILY ARMORED 
Speed:  2  Systems:  2  Weapons:  2
INSUFFICIENT POWER    LAYERED DISRUPTOR ARRAYS

TRANSFER    

Advantages:  Armored (+2 vs. Physical damage), Deflector Shields (-3 DR), Disruptor Array Batteries 
(WR +4; +2 accuracy; +2 accuracy & WR or FP for attack against all in zone), Medical Bay I, Torpedo 
Launcher (WR +5; FP after 1st use), Tractor Beam (Strength 6), Transporters, Warp Drive

Stress Tracks & Consequences
Shields:   nnnnnn

Struct.:   nnnnnnn   
Systems:   nnnnnn
Crew:   nnnnnn 
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Star Trek

Defiant-Class Escort

Date Commissioned:  2372  
 The Defiant-class Escort has a complicated history.  Originally 
constructed in 2370 and served to combat the Borg and other threats to the 
Federation.  The construction plans were stolen by Mirror Universe agents of 
the Terran Resistance in 2371, and their version of the vessel was launched in 
late 2372.  The ISS Defiant was launched to counter the Klingon-Cardassian 
Alliance.  Following the Alliance’s defeat at the hands of the Resistance, the 
Resistance returned to its roots, reforming the Terran Empire, and renamed 
the vessel the ISS Sleipnir when command was given to Ryker the Red under 
newly positioned Emperor Picard.
 The Empire’s life, however, was short-lived.  During an investigation 
of an anomalous temporal rift, Sleipnir became trapped.  Upon their eventual 
re-emergence, known space had been conquered by the Borg, an entity 
previously unknown in the Mirror Universe.  After some intelligence-
gathering, it was determined the Borg entered the Mirror Universe via the 
Wormhole, stemming from an alternate reality.  To stop the destruction of 
their own universe, the remnant or the Terran Empire launched an attack 
against this alternate reality’s past.  The results of that attack are well known.

Ship in Service

Name   Registry Notes
ISS Defiant  NX-74205 Assigned to Alternate Universe to halt the Borg.

Antares-class bridge

 The Defiant-class Escort is the 
most heavily armed vessel in existence in 
the current timeline.  Even the hefty 
Jupiter is no match for the small warship.  
From phaser pulse cannons to quantum 
torpedo launchers, no ship matches it.  Its 
small size does, however, limit space, 
sensors, and lab-capability.



Star Trek

Defiant-Class Escort

Starship Data
Decks:  4

Length:  119.3m Height:  25.4m Beam:  90m

Crew:  40  Passengers:  10

Drives:   LF-35 Warp Drive (Warp Factor 7 cruising/11 maximum/17 emergency)
 Fig-2 Drive (.9c maximum)
Defenses:  Class-3 Deflector Grid, Ablative Armor, Polarized Hull
Weapon Systems: 4x Type VII Phaser Pulse Cannons (fore)
  2x Type VI Phaser Array (fore & aft)
  1x Type VI Phaser Turret (dorsal)
  1x Mk 75 Quantum Torpedo Launcher (fore)
  2x Tractor Beam (fore & aft)
Features:   Class  Operations System with Extended Life Support, Terran Empire Database  
  Access, and Personnel Transport Pads  
  1x Launch Bays (no shuttlecraft currently equipped; aft)
  Precision Targeting Computer
    
Mechanical Data
Size:  3     Fate Points:  3

Aspects: TERRAN EMPIRE HEAVY ESCORT COMPACT BUT POTENT GUNSHIP LAST HOPE

Crew:  2  Maneuverability:  3  Structure:  3 Sensors:  3
  NIMBLE   REINFORCED 
Speed:  3  Systems:  3  Weapons:  3
     HEAVILY ARMED

Advantages:  Armored (+2 vs. Physical damage), Computer Library I (+1), Deflector Shields III (-5 
DR), Electronic Counter Measures, Engineering Workshop II (+2), Escape Pods, Medical Bay I 
(Sickbay) (+1), Polarized Hull (+2 vs. Energy), Quantum Torpedo (WR +7; FP after 1st use) Reinforced 
Structure, Targeting Computer, Tractor Beam (Strength 6), Transporters, Type VI Phaser Array (WR +5), 
Type VI Phaser Turret (WR +5), Type VII Phaser Pulse Cannons (WR +9; -2 Accuracy), Warp Drive

Stress Tracks & Consequences
Shields:   nnnnnnnnn

Struct.:   nnnnnnn   
Systems:   nnnnnn
Crew:   nnnnn 



Day Zero Combat Sheet
starfleet vssels
Solace (DR -3) Shields:  ������  
  Structure:  �������
  Systems:  ������
  Crew:  ������
Gamma 7 (DR -3) Shields:  �������
  Structure:  ����������
Chicago (DR -3) Shields:  ������
  Structure:  �������
Brotherhood (DR -4) Shields:  ������
  Structure:  ���������
Andromeda (DR -3) Shields:  �����
  Structure:  �������
Embolden (DR -3)Shields:  �����
  Structure:  �������
Gallant (DR -3) Shields:  ������
  Structure:  �������
Honor (DR -3) Shields:  ������
  Structure:  �������
Kholar (DR -3) Shields:  ������
  Structure:  �������
Maelstrom (DR-3)Shields:  ������
  Structure:  �������
Triumph (DR-3) Shields:  ������
  Structure:  �������

cardassian fleet
Koranak 1 (DR -3) Shields:    Koranak 4 (DR -3) Shields:
  Structure:       Structure:
Koranak 2 (DR -3) Shields:   Koranak 5 (DR -3) Shields:
  Structure:     Structure:
Koranak 3 (DR -3) Shields:   Koranak 6 (DR -3) Shields:
  Structure:     Structure:
Galor 1 (DR -3) Shields:   Galor 6 (DR -3) Shields:
  Structure:               Structure:
Galor 2 (DR -3) Shields:   Galor 7 (DR -3) Shields:
  Structure:               Structure:
Galor 3 (DR -3) Shields:   Galor 8 (DR -3) Shields:
  Structure:               Structure:
Galor 4 (DR -3) Shields:   Galor 9 (DR -3) Shields:
  Structure:               Structure:
Galor 5 (DR -3) Shields:   Galor 10 (DR -3) Shields:
  Structure:               Structure:


